ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATION IN THE EXHIBITION:

- presentation of energy efficient technologies and equipment of your company;
- expansion of sales market in the territory of municipal units of Irkutsk Region;
- creation of partnership with the large organisations of the city of Irkutsk;
- strengthening of positive image of the organisation.

NUMBER OF VISITORS: 8500 VISITORS

VISITORS OF THE EXHIBITION:

- heads of the Government of Irkutsk Region,
- heads of branch divisions,
- directors of the industrial enterprises and organisations,
- experts in the field of energy and automation, construction, housing and public utilities;
- students of higher education institutions;
- population of the city of Irkutsk.

MAY 21-24, 2019
Energy Efficiency. Housing and Public Utilities

Results of the exhibition 2018

- 65% of participants have agreed about signing of the contracts at the exhibition
- 64% consider participation in the exhibition effective
- 86% will participate next year

Venue:
Sibexpocentre OJSC Exhibition Complex
664050, Baikalskaya st., 253-a, Irkutsk

Head of the exhibition:
Maria Ponomarchuk
Phone: +7 (3952) 35-43-47
e-mail: maria95@sibexpo.ru

www.sibexpo.ru/en
XXII ‘Energy Efficiency. Housing and Public Utilities’ exhibition will be held in Sibexpocentre OJSC Exhibition Complex in Irkutsk in conjunction with the largest project - ‘Baikal Construction Week’ exhibition.

The event annually brings together industry experts, business leaders and representatives of businesses of Siberian region.

ORGANISER OF THE EXHIBITION

OFFICIAL SUPPORT:

Government of Irkutsk Region
Administration of the city of Irkutsk
Ministry of Housing Policy, Energy and Transport of Irkutsk Region*

* Since 2019 there will be structural changes in the Ministry of Housing Policy, Energy and Transport of Irkutsk Region. Directions related to energy and housing and public utilities will pass into authority of the Ministry of Construction and Road Facilities of Irkutsk Region, in this regard subjects of the business programme may change.

EXHIBITION SECTIONS:

- Energy saving technologies, equipment and materials;
- Automated systems of energy consumption control and regulation;
- Heat, water, electricity and gas metering devices;
- Equipment and efficient technologies for production, distribution and transmission of electricity;
- Independent sources of heat and electric energies, small and alternative energy;
- Wiring devices and cable products;
- Lighting equipment;
- Heat supply and heat proof systems;
- NEW. Utilization of industrial and domestic waste
- Energy audit.

FOR THE FIRST TIME AT THE EXHIBITION A NEW SECTION ‘UTILIZATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND DOMESTIC WASTE’ WILL BE PRESENTED:

- Modern technologies for waste processing
- Equipment for waste processing
- Cleaning and rehabilitation of facilities
- Secondary raw materials, energy, materials
- Utilization of harmful waste

SUBJECTS OF BUSINESS PROGRAMME EVENTS OF THE EXHIBITION:

- Increase of energy efficiency in Irkutsk Region
- Summing up and preparation of objects of housing and public utilities for the heating season
- Utilization of industrial and domestic waste
- Renewable, alternative energy sources and energy saving technologies
- Energy efficient technologies of illumination of office, industrial and street facilities
- Increase in energy efficiency of multi-family houses
- ‘Green technologies’ for the urban environment
- Innovative solutions in smart city energy
- Integration of energy saving in intellectual networks

Traditionally at the exhibition there will be the ‘Youth day’ – the events for students of the Irkutsk higher education institutions, competition of grants for research projects on the subject ‘Energy efficiency’, summing up the results of the regional creative competition on the subject ‘Energy saving’ among schoolchildren of Irkutsk Region.